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Abstract—Instant delivery has developed rapidly in recent
years and significantly changed the lifestyle of people due to its
timeliness and convenience. In instant delivery, the order dispatch
process is concurrent. Couriers take new orders continuously
and deliver multiple orders in a delivery trip (i.e., a batch).
The delivery time of orders in a batch is often overlapped and
interlinked with each other. The pickup and delivery sequence
of the existing orders in a batch changes dynamically due to
time constraints and real-time overdue possibility (i.e., the rate of
deliveries that are not finished in promised time). Most of existing
order dispatch mechanisms are designed for independent order
dispatch or concurrent delivery without strict time constraints,
hence are incapable of handling real-time concurrent dispatch
with strict time constraints in on-demand instant delivery. To
address the challenge, we propose a Time-Constrained ActorCritic Reinforcement learning based concurrent dispatch system
called TCAC-Dispatch to enhance the long-term overall revenue
and reduce the overdue rate. Specifically, we design a deep
matching network (DMN) with a variable action space, which
integrates the state embedding (including route behaviors encoding) and actions embedding features into a long-term matching
value. Then the Actor-Critic model tackles the concurrent order
dispatch problem considering strict time constraints and stochastic demand-supply in instant delivery. An estimated time-based
action pruning module is designed to ensure time constraints
guarantee and accelerate the training as well as dispatching
processes. We evaluate the TCAC-Dispatch with one-month data
involved with 36.48 million orders and 42,000 couriers collected
from one of the largest instant delivery companies in China, i.e.,
Eleme. Empirical experiments are conducted on a data-driven
emulator deployed on the development environment of Eleme
and results show that our method achieves 22% of the increase
in total revenue and reduces the overdue rate by 21.6%.
Index Terms—Instant Delivery, Concurrent Order Dispatching, Reinforcement Learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Thanks to the rapid development of online digital platforms,
instant delivery services (e.g., Instacart [1], Uber Eats [2],
and Eleme [3]) have become a popular choice for people to
order food, medicine, and groceries online, especially after
the impact of COVID-19. In the third quarter of 2019, the
number of instant delivery service customers in China reaches
470 million, and the market scale reaches 11.8 billion USD
dollars [4]. In instant delivery, the delivery process needs to be
finished in a short time [3] because packages to be delivered
contain food or other urgent items. For example, Amazon
Prime Now promises one-hour delivery for some orders [5].
Instant delivery platforms provide a big discount or even make
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the order free if the courier fails to deliver the order within
the promised time window [3]. Given such a conflict between
the massive number of orders and the limited couriers, it is
essential to improve the efficiency of the dispatching system
by solving concurrent order dispatch (i.e., instant delivery
platforms assign orders to couriers) in a timely fashion.
Many studies have been conducted on real-time applications and systems such as real-time order dispatch and fleet
management in ride-sharing [6]–[9] and real-time scheduling
for electric vehicles [10]–[13]. For example, some studies
solve the independent order dispatch problem in ride-sharing
systems with reinforcement learning to enhance the profitability [14]–[17]. Compared to existing studies, however, there
are two unique characteristics in the order dispatch problem
for instant delivery. (1) Overlapping Delivery Time due to
Concurrent Dispatch: Order dispatch and delivery process in
instant delivery are concurrent, i.e., couriers carry multiple
orders simultaneously in a trip, and the delivery time of
these orders is overlapped especially in rush hours, while
most existing studies focus on independent order dispatch; (2)
Delivery Time Constraints: Instant delivery imposes a strict
delivery deadline for each order, whereas the time constraints
in traditional logistics and online retail are relatively loose.
So the dispatch decision should be appropriate to avoid
order overdue. Concurrent order dispatch in instant delivery
should consider time constraints of orders and time constraints
relations in subsequent dispatching.
Concurrent order dispatch decisions in the instant delivery
are sequential and highly repetitive, thus generating massive
historical dispatch and route records, which gives us a new
opportunity to train reinforcement learning based methods to
learn optimal dispatching decisions and improve efficiency.
However, to seek an optimal concurrent order dispatch policy
from historical decision data is not straightforward due to two
challenges: (i) conflicts between enhancing the future overall
revenue of concurrent orders and reducing the overdue rate
of existing orders; (ii) instant delivery imposes a strict order
delivery deadline and the delivery time of orders in a delivery
trip is overlapped. To complete a concurrent delivery process,
couriers will match orders “on the fly” many times. When we
dispatch a new order to a courier, the delivery sequence and
delivery time of orders that the courier already has changed
dynamically, which may make existing orders overdue. In addition, future revenues and impacts in subsequent dispatching
are also critical for concurrent dispatch. An urgent or long-
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distance order leaves couriers little time to take other orders.

•

•

•

In particular, by modeling concurrent dispatch as a sequential decision problem with strict time constraints, we design
TCAC-Dispatch, a Time-Constrained Actor-Critic based
order Dispatch system. TCAC-Dispatch learns an efficient
concurrent dispatch policy considering the spatial-temporal
distribution of supplies and demands, orders’ delivery deadline, couriers’ uncertain route behaviors, and contextual
factors in the offline learning phase. In the online dispatching phase, TCAC accounts for real-time environmental
information and determines appropriate dispatch decisions
between couriers and orders with strict time constraints.
We design a time-constrained Actor-Critic based dispatch
algorithm, which integrates a Deep Matching Network
(DMN) and a value network (Critic). (i) The DMN has a
variable action space considering the nature of concurrent
dispatch. (ii) The DMN takes both state embedding features
(integrates dynamic environmental factors and courier’s
route behaviors embedding) and vectorized action features
(order features and order-courier matching features) as input
and outputs the long-term matching score. (iii) A timeconstrained action pruning module is designed to satisfy
practical time constraints and to filter the actions to speed
up training and improve the dispatching efficiency.
To train the Deep Matching Network and evaluate TCACDispatch, we design a data-driven emulator to emulate realtime concurrent order dispatch activities and deploy it on the
development environment of the Eleme platform. Then we
evaluate our TCAC-Dispatch with one-month data involved
with 36.48 million orders and 42,000 couriers collected from
Eleme. The experimental results show that TCAC-Dispatch

II. M OTIVATION
A. Characteristics of Concurrent Dispatch
As an Online-platform-to-Offline-delivery (O2O) service,
the paradigm of instant delivery includes the following steps
[3]. (1) Customers place orders online on the platform with
mobile phones; (2) Merchants receive orders online from the
platform and start to prepare these orders; (3) The platform
dispatches orders to appropriate couriers; (4) Couriers pick
up and deliver the orders to customers [18]. After customers
receive orders, couriers, merchants, and the platform obtain
corresponding revenue.
There are two unique characteristics in instant delivery
systems. (1) Concurrent order dispatch and dynamic delivery
sequence: Instant delivery involves multiple destinations in
a delivery batch, which is much more complicated than
delivering orders one by one independently, and hence calls for
an efficient framework to optimize the concurrent dispatching
and sequencing problem. In instant delivery services, couriers
take multiple orders in one delivery trip of which the delivery
time is overlapped, and new orders may arrive during a
delivery trip. Taking a new order on the way, and other realtime changes in spatial-temporal information require dynamic
updates of delivery sequence ”on the fly”. (2) Strict delivery
time requirements: While customers of ride-sharing systems
are more tolerant about arrival time [18], customers of instant
delivery expect delivery in the promised time window [19].
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To conquer these challenges, we model concurrent order
dispatch as a sequential decision-making problem and propose
a Time-Constrained Actor-Critic (TCAC for short) based order
dispatch system. Specifically, we have the following novel
designs in TCAC. (i) We design a Deep Matching Network
(DMN) with a variable action space because when conducting
the order-courier matching in instant delivery, the action space
for different agents (i.e., couriers) in the different time slot
is not fixed in advance, and the number of actions is based
on real-time order locations, courier locations and number
of couriers nearby, whereas traditional multi-agent actor-critic
reinforcement learning algorithms have either a discrete action
space (as output) or a continuous action space with a given
range. Both of them are fixed in advance. With the variable
action space, the DMN integrates time constraints of orders,
couriers’ real-time status, dynamic demand and supply, and
other real-time contextual information into a long-term matching value. We construct the matching graph with the value
and then conduct online order dispatch. (ii) Considering the
overlapping delivery time of existing orders and future orders,
we design a time-constrained action pruning module to prune
dispatch actions that could lead to overdue and accelerate both
the training and dispatching processes. In summary, the key
contributions of our work are as follows.

achieves a 22% increase in total revenue and reduces the
overdue rate by 21.6%. In addition, we rigorously evaluate
the effectiveness of the time-constrained actor-critic module
and present both the training and dispatching time cost
comparison in Sec. VI-C.

(29.5% delivery trips,
zero sequence change)

Order number

Fig. 1. Delivery number

Fig. 2. Delivery sequence

Particularly, we conduct a detailed analysis of 42,000
couriers and 36.48 million order records from 2019/09/01 to
2019/09/30 in Shanghai. As shown in Fig. 1, the median
of the number of orders that one courier served per day
is 23, and the median of the number of orders per trip is
2. Fig. 2 illustrates the cumulative distribution function of
TABLE I
A N EXAMPLE OF DELIVERY SEQUENCE CHANGES

Timestamp

Order Set

New Order

Delivery Sequence

12:01

∅

A

{Ao , Ad }

12:05

A

B

{Bo , Bd , Ad }

12:11

A, B

C

{Co , Bd , Ad , Cd }

12:25

A, B, C

∅

{Bd , Ad , Cd }
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B. Order Delivery Time Coupling
Upon identifying the unique challenges for order dispatch
in instant delivery, we analyze and present the coupling
delivery time and conflicting relationships between the impact
of existing orders and future revenue. The delivery time of
orders in the same delivery trip is coupling and interacts
with each other due to concurrency and overlapped delivery
time of orders. When dispatching a new order to a courier,
the impact is as follows: (1) the impact on existing orders:
the current order dispatch may increase the delivery time of
existing orders and even make them overdue. In addition,
existing orders influence the dispatch decision because it is
a good decision to dispatch the order to the courier if there
is a high degree of path coincidence between the new order
and existing orders; (2) the impact on future revenue, that is,
if an urgent order or a long-distance order is received, due
to constraints of delivery time, there will be less time for the
courier to take future orders. Therefore, the current dispatch
will have an impact on possible future revenues.
III. S YSTEM AND F ORMULATION
A. System Framework
Fig. 3 overviews the system framework of TCAC-Dispatch,
which consists of two phases: offline learning and online
dispatching. The offline learning phase has three components:
the data-driven emulator for instant delivery, action features
and state extraction, and TCAC model. (1) The emulator
provides emulated environment derived from real-world order
tracking data and courier trajectory data for model training.
The emulator for instant delivery also accounts for time
prediction and route prediction, which is detailed in Sec. V-B.
(2) Given real-world order data, courier data, and other contextual factors from environments, action features and state
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delivery sequence change times per trip. We observe that
less than 30% of order delivery sequences do not change,
while the delivery sequences of some couriers may change
as many as six times in one trip due to new orders. Given the
similar problem setting, delivery sequences of passengers in
real-time ride-sharing hardly change considering passengers’
willingness and potential complaints.
We further analyze the concurrency of order dispatch and
changes of delivery sequence with an example. As shown in
Table. I, the courier takes order A at 12:01. Then she/he picks
up order A at 12:05 and takes new order B, the sequence
changes to {Bo , Bd , Ad }. The courier delivers B firstly in
this example. It is because that order B is an order on the
way or order B has a more urgent due time. At 12:11, the
courier picks up order B and takes new order C, the sequence
changes to {Co , Bd , Ad , Cd }. After that, the sequence does
not change since the courier does not take new orders on this
trip. While dynamic delivery sequence and strict delivery time
constraints make concurrent order dispatch more challenging,
they also bring the potential to dramatically improve the user
experience (e.g., less delivery time) and courier experience
(e.g., more profit).

Fig. 3. System architecture of TCAC

extraction module is utilized to extract couriers’ states and
orders’ features for ease of following model learning. (3) The
TCAC model captures the dynamic spatial-temporal features,
courier’s state, and order-courier matching features at each
time step to train the RL model. TCAC consists of two
networks: actor and critic. We apply a deep matching network
as the actor, which aims to learn a policy to choose the best
action for each courier. The critic is a value network to evaluate
dispatch actions, which also helps achieve a more stable and
efficient model learning process.
In the online order dispatching phase, in each time step,
we collect the information of new orders and couriers nearby
in the same dispatch region and then calculate the longterm expected revenue value Q with the TCAC model. Then
we match couriers and orders with Q value continuously.
Considering the complex real-time factors and the concurrent
features in instant delivery, the state of the courier updates
dynamically and the order delivery sequence also changes
dynamically after the courier takes a new order. After finishing
order dispatch and delivery, we calculate the total revenue of
platforms and the overdue rate of orders.
B. Problem Formulation
We model the concurrent order dispatch problem in instant
delivery as a sequential decision task and then tackle it
with deep reinforcement learning (DRL). The first goal of
concurrent order dispatch in our problem is to maximize the
total revenues of orders per day. In addition, to promote user
experience and improve the service quality, couriers should
finish delivering within the ToD (i.e., the promised delivery
time of one order), otherwise, the order is overdue. Hence,
another goal for our system is to reduce the overdue rate by
assigning orders to couriers appropriately.
Then we formulate the concurrent order dispatch in instant
delivery as a Markov decision process. Couriers choose actions
to take orders at each time step and get rewards continuously.
The state of a courier will change when she/he takes an
action, i.e., the route plan and the total delivery time will
change correspondingly after a courier takes a new order.
Formally, this problem is characterized by four major components: {S, A, R, π}. π is the policy to make action-choosing
decisions and we will discuss it in the model design section.
The {S, A, R} are listed as follows.
State S: The state of an agent is defined as st = {pt , gt , ct }
and the state skt of the courier k at time step t is defined as
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skt = {pkt , gtk , ckt }. where pkt is personal state of courier k
and gtk is the global demand and supply information that the
agent observes from a dispatch region. In addition, since traffic
status (e.g., congestion or not), weather conditions (e.g.,rainy
or sunny), and day of the week (e.g., weekend or weekday)
affect the delivery behaviors of the courier, we form them
into a vector as contextual state and utilize ckt to represent the
spatial-temporal features at time step t.
• pt : pt is the personal state information and is defined as pt =
{loct , t, nc , DT , route}. loct is the real-time location of the
courier. t is current time step. nc is the current capacity of
the courier. DT is the total delivery time of existing orders
of this courier. route is the route plan of all stops (i.e.,
orders’ origin and destination) of existing orders. To model
courier’s route behavior, we utilize a GRU network [20] to
encode courier’s route sequences into a vector
routej = GRU (sj , routej−1 )

(1)

where routej is the embedding vector of total j stops
produced by the GRU network, sj is the vector of j-th stop,
and routej−1 is the hidden vector of first j − 1 stops.
• gt : gt is the global demand and supply distribution observed
from the environment at time step t. gt consists of Vt
and Dt . Two matrices capture the distribution of couriers
and order requests at time step t, which characterizes the
supplies and demands at a certain spatial-temporal point.
• ct : contextual spatial-temporal features at time step t. ct consists of weather conditions (e.g., sunny, cloudy, fog, haze,
heavy-rain, light-rain, partly-cloudy) and day of the week as
well as real-time traffic status. We process these contextual
spatial-temporal features through one-hot encoding and form
them into a vector as the additional hints for model training.
Note that the gt and ct are updated at the beginning of each
time slot, whereas the personal state information pkt is updated
in real-time when we dispatch a new order to courier k.
Action A: An action means one matching between a courier
and an order. In instant delivery, the number of couriers around
each order is different, so the action space is variable due to
real-time order locations, courier locations, and the number
of couriers nearby. To address the variable action space and
concurrent dispatch, we utilize a vector to represent action
features. The action features consist of two parts: (1) Orders’
features including the merchant location ls , the user location
ld , price rev i , delivery fee fee i , and remaining time (i.e.,
the difference between the promised delivery time and current
time). (2) Order-courier matching features including distance
and time cost between the merchant and the current location of
the courier, the increased delivery time Tin of this matching.
The increased time is defined as Tin = DT i+1 − DT i , where
DTi is the total delivery time of the courier’s existing orders
based on current route plan, and DT i+1 is the new total
delivery time after he/she receives order i and adds this order
to his/her route plan, which will be detailed in Sec. IV-A.
Reward R: Given the state skt of the courier k and the action
ait of the order i, the immediate reward for this match is

defined as rti . When an available courier takes and delivers
an order, the courier receives the immediate reward rti .
rti = γ ∆t × rev i ×

No
,
Nc

(2)

in
is the time step number of the increased
where ∆t = tTstep
delivery time when
 a courier adds the new order to her/his
route plan. γ ∈ 0, 1 is the discount factor. γ ∆t accounts
for the influence of increased time. Increased delivery time
serves as a penalty term here. The longer the increased time,
the less the corresponding reward. When a new order is added
to a courier’s route, if the Tin is high, the reward will be
discounted. We estimate the delivery time of order i when we
try to dispatch it to courier k and compare the delivery time
with ToD of this order, the reward is set as rti = 0 if the order
i is overdue. rev i is the price of order i. No is the total number
of orders in the destination grid of this action (e.g., picking up
an order and arriving at the grid of merchant of this order ),
Nc is the total capacity
Pofkall kcouriers in the destination grid
nc . nc is current capacity of courier
and denoted as Nc =
o
captures
the
capacity
supply and order demand, which
k. N
Nc
helps conduct courier-order matching considering future orders
o
distribution. The higher the N
Nc , the greater reward that this
courier obtains when he/she takes action ait , so that she/he will
be more likely to be assigned to areas with higher demand.

State Transition: At the beginning of the next time step, we
obtain the global demand and supply information gt+1 . The
route plan will change when the courier takes a new order and
the personal state pt will also change correspondingly. Then
we integrate {pt+1 , gt+1 , ct+1 } to the next state skt+1 of courier
k. Note that personal state pt changes continuously since the
courier takes new orders continuously and the order delivery
sequence will also change continuously due to new orders.
The global demand and supply gt changes at the beginning of
each time step.
IV. C ONCURRENT D ISPATCH M ODEL D ESIGN
In this paper, we design a time-constrained actor critic
model to conduct concurrent order dispatch considering (i)
time constraints and matching reward; (ii) possible overdue
rate and long-term revenue. In this section, we first present
an increased delivery time estimate model, which utilizes
XGBoost Ranking [21] to predict couriers’ uncertain route and
estimate the increased time cost. Then the time estimate model
eliminates the infeasible dispatch action by judging whether
the dispatch action is time-constraint satisfying. Then we introduce details of the time-constrained actor-critic reinforcement
learning model, which consists of a Deep Matching Network
(Actor) and a state-value network (Critic). Lastly, we present
the online order dispatching module in Sec. IV-E.
A. Time Cost Estimated and Constrained Action Pruning
We estimate the increased delivery time cost by predicting
the possible new route of the courier when we try to dispatch
an order to a courier. The goal of the time estimate module is to
make sure that every exploration of dispatch action guarantees
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sha1_base64="MRUM82gM/W3+b8fAIBhkuLtbwj8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7pq194SDlAAim16zQOdwUvpbSaw=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="Jbxd7SeyPbKXTS8g5Mqcp4xk2mU=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="hZz6QdT18i4WRO8btPkrG3sR454=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="s3TRxuMrOpXWVixrncWhuq/aFSs=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="hXIE4g+gy/+M1b2zqdUwygRxV9U=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="GO/Jy341Oe9Q6vjkm+GxdKsM0yI=">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</latexit>

ct
<latexit sha1_base64="2wtI0nX6yIEKnK7L2DBgfbNolyw=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="uBBlUU5uA28qsL9XENs9Fq4fXCE=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="eVI4XlFTkceI1ryVRl7j9C51FBY=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVcGNm2ARXJXEjS5L3XTZon1ALSWZTuvQNAnJRClF8Afc6lf4F/6DuHGtf+GdaQpqEZ2Q5My595yZe68beiKWlvWaMRYWl5ZXsqu5tfWNza389k4jDpKI8ToLvCBquU7MPeHzuhTS460w4s7I9XjTHZ6pePOaR7EI/As5Dnln5Ax80RfMkUSds67s5gtW0dLLnAd2CgqlvdqbeCo/V4P8Cy7RQwCGBCNw+JCEPTiI6WnDhoWQuA4mxEWEhI5z3CJH2oSyOGU4xA7pO6BdO2V92ivPWKsZneLRG5HSxCFpAsqLCKvTTB1PtLNif/OeaE91tzH93dRrRKzEFbF/6WaZ/9WpWiT6ONU1CKop1IyqjqUuie6Kurn5pSpJDiFxCvcoHhFmWjnrs6k1sa5d9dbR8XedqVi1Z2lugg91Sxqw/XOc86BxXLStol2jSZcxXVns4wBHNM8TlFBBFXXyHuAeD3g0KoZvJMbNNNXIpJpdfFvG3Sd4UpPs</latexit>

[s , a ]
Time-Constrained t t State
Action Pruning Pairs Action
<latexit sha1_base64="LXn4f0VLzF8cDtNyQj6L1XRgGbY=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="DZpZ+bUqB1rhlPXEOW3mEVvt+7M=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="1c9qrpR1mrWgtPClTHdqr8iTJmk=">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</latexit>

(st , rt , st+1 )
<latexit sha1_base64="5teaSDHgOrEpcuh/UPMQFAeZc0U=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="lWTR4Ea2wr6QQVwAY63pHI/RzwE=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="G30nvnJkyKBlKcCymNnrqTxJgV4=">AAACtXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrWs3g0VwVTJudCnowmUF+4BaZCZNa+y8TDJCKf6AWz9O/AP9C2/iCGoRzTAzJ+fec5KbmyiPpTaMvVS8peWV1bXqem2jXtvc2m7UuzorFBcdnsWZ6kehFrFMRcdIE4t+rkSYRLHoRdNTG+/dC6Vlll6aWS6GSThJ5Vjy0BDVvm40WYu54S+CoARNlCNrPOMKI2TgKJBAIIUhHCOEpmeAAAw5cUPMiVOEpIsLPKBG2oKyBGWExE7pO6HZoGRTmltP7dScVonpVaT0sU+ajPIUYbua7+KFc7bsb95z52n3NqN/VHolxBrcEPuX7jPzvzpbi8EYx64GSTXljrHV8dKlcKdid+5/qcqQQ06cxSOKK8LcKT/P2Xca7Wq3Zxu6+KvLtKyd8zK3wJvdJfU3+NnNRdA9bAWsFVwwVLGLPRxQG49wgnO00SHLER7x5J15t97dxz3wKuWF2MG34el34YWM3A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="pyHOlUztZm0r1wQ8PJgUfPpOTaI=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="F0RoXz3OO3bFwjUJNe75Pzwdyxg=">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</latexit>

Contextual

Critic
State

Q(st , at )

Actor Deep Matching Network
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instant time constraints, which can accelerate offline learning
and improve online dispatching of RL methods.
Estimated Delivery Time based on Route Prediction: In
food delivery, the courier’s route is the list of all stops, i.e.,
orders’ origin (pickup stop) and destination (delivery stop).
We generate couriers’ routes by predicting the next stop one
by one. Once the next-stop prediction is finished, we move the
courier’s location to the next stop and then predict the next
stop. Particularly, we utilize the XGBoost ranking model [21]
to predict couriers’ route because (i) XGBoost can deal with
massive data and be trained efficiently, which is suitable to
process massive courier route data in instant delivery; (ii)
XGBoost model is explicable and provides the importance of
features which further help to choose features for our DRL
model. The features of each stop item consist of the stop (an
order origin or destination) location, the distance and time cost
between the courier’s current location and the candidate stop,
and the remaining time to the promised time of this order.
We feed them into the ranking model to obtain the possibility
of each stop and choose the stop with the largest value in a
greedy manner. When the courier’s new route is generated,
we obtain the increased delivery time Tin by calculating the
difference of the total delivery time between the new route
and the current route. Finally, we utilize the actual historical
delivery route in the XGBoost ranking training phase.
Time-Constrained Dispatch Action Space Pruning: In
instant delivery, algorithms of real-time order dispatch are
required to be rather efficient (i.e., dispatch orders in a short
time) and time-constraint satisfying (i.e., orders will not be
overdue when being dispatched to couriers in the current
situation). Our observation from real-world delivery data indicates that for an order, due to picking up time and waiting
time constraints, only its nearby couriers can be dispatched.
For each new order, we collect couriers nearby the order
(i.e., usually within a few kilometers) and define Cti as the
candidate courier-set of order i at time step t. Couriers in
Cti are the possible ones who take order i. After estimating
delivery time, we filtrate couriers who cannot guarantee the
time constraints from Cti (the estimating delivery time is larger
than the promised delivery time of the order), which safely
prunes possible courier-order matching pairs and achieves the
action space pruning for RL decisions. The time-constrained

dispatch action space pruning module estimates the delivery
time and prunes matching pairs that do not satisfy time
constraints, which shrinks the action space of RL and improves
the learning performance.
B. Deep Matching Network
Deep Matching Network is used to calculate the longterm revenue of the matching between couriers and orders. In
reinforcement learning, we aim at maximizing the expected
reward in each episode [22]. In our problem, we set one day
as an episode.
time step t , the expected discounted
P∞ At each
i
return is k=0 γ k rt+k
, where γ is the discount factor. For a
new order i, we collect nearby couriers and add them to the
candidate couriers set Cti of order i at time step t. Couriers in
Cti are the possible ones who take order i. Traditional deep Qlearning network (DQN) takes the state as input and returns a
vector of Q values whose dimension is equal to the dimension
of fixed action space. In instant delivery, however, the number
of orders around a courier is different from other moments.
When we define serving an order as an action, we cannot
guarantee the action space is consistent along with the whole
episode [23]. Besides, in the concurrent order dispatch process,
a courier takes multiple orders continuously and the delivery
process of these orders is overlapped.
We design Deep Matching Network whose network structure is shown in Fig. 5. We utilize the pair hstate, actioni
to represent the input of Deep Matching Network and the
matching value as the single output. The deep model first
converts the sparse input features of states into dense features,
and then we feed state embedding and action vectors into
feature embedding layers respectively. The embedding is to
represent each category of high dimensional sparse features by
a compact feature vector. Then we concatenate two features
and get the matching value Q after feeding these features
into the feed-forward hidden layers. Specifically, we define
weight θa as the weight of the deep matching network, i.e.,
actor (policy) network. For each order, we get its candidate
couriers set Cti and collect all hstate, actioni pairs. Then
we run the Deep Matching Network forward to calculate the
matching value Q(st , at ), which represents the possible longterm reward of this order dispatch. The larger the matching
value, the more likely the courier will take this order.
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C. Matching Policy (π)
After calculating all possible Q(s, a) through Deep Matching Network, we utilize policy πθa (skt = c|ait ) to make order
dispatch decisions. Given all possible hstate, actioni pairs, we
calculate the matching value corresponding Q(skt , ait ). Then,
the policy function πθa (skt = c|ait ) and is given by a softmax
function [24]:
πθa (skt = c|ait ) = PC

exp(Q(skt = c, ait ))

c0 =c1

exp(Q(skt = c0 , ait ))

,

is by a TD method [25]. With the advantage function, we
define the gradient of actor by
∇θa J(θ) = ∇θa log πθa (skt , ait )A(skt , ait ),

where θa is the weight of actor model and πθa (skt , ait ) is the
policy probability function. In the Offline Learning phase,
ALGORITHM 1: Time-Constrained Actor-Critic for
Concurrent Order Dispatch
Input: Historical order demand and courier supply,
historical delivery process
1 Initialize value network(critic) V with parameter θc .
2 for m = 0 to maxIteration do
3
for t = 0 to T do
4
for each order i do
5
Pre-matching: Compute order similarity
and search the candidate courier set.
6
Find optimal match (dispatch action) :
Sample optimal state-action pair according
to state-action matching probability
computed by Equation 3, given all
constraint candidate < st , at > pairs.
7
Execute at : update courier’s state base on
his/her route plan.
8
Compute V (skt ) and A(skt , akt ) and store
the transitions < skt , akt , rtk , skt+1 > to
replay memory D.

(3)

where skt is the candidate courier for order i at time step t
and θa as the weight of policy network(Actor). Since we aim
to obtain an optimal policy to make order dispatch decisions,
we train our model of the deep matching network and save
the final weight θa , which is utilized to make decision in the
order dispatch process.
D. Learning through Critic
The critic is another function approximator, which receives
the state of agents as input and outputs the state value (V value) for the given pair. As Fig. 4 shows, the critic is used to
evaluate the action and give feedback to the actor. The state
value function Vθc (skt ) is denoted as expected long-term value
of courier k at time step t under state skt . For each courier,
at time step t, the expected long-term value in the remaining
steps of an episode is defined as


Vθc (skt ) = E rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ 2 rt+3 + ... + γ n−t rn−t+1 , (4)
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discounted ratio of future rewards. θc
collects the weights of value network (critic).
We update weights of the critic using time difference
methods [25]. We dispatch orders to couriers sequentially and
i
, sit+1 ) to the experience memory
store the transitions (sit , rt+1
D (i.e., store experience samples of agents) [26]. Then we
sample some transitions for further training critic. The network
parameters θc are updated by minimizing the following loss
function, with respect to the transitions collected from all
agents
Lθc =

2
1 k
rt+1 + γVθc (skt+1 ) − Vθc (skt )
2

9
10
11

12

13
14

15

Updating parameters
for j = 0 to criticMaxUpdateStep do
Sample a batch of experience
k
< skt , rt+1
, skt+1 > from D
Update value network(critic) by minimizing the
loss according to Equation 5
for j = 0 to actorMaxUpdateStep do
Sample a batch of experience
< skt , akt , rtk , skt+1 > from D
Update policy network (actor) according to
Equation 8

(5)

where θc includes parameters of value network. We utilize
the state skt and state skt+1 in next time step t + 1 as the
input of Critic Network. The output of the Critic Network is
a scalar V (s), which represents the long-term value when a
courier is at state st after choosing action a. Then we evaluate
all available state-order pairs. The update process of DMN is
based on an advantage function
k
A(skt , ait ) = rt+1
+ γVθc (skt+1 ) − Vθc (skt ).

(7)

(6)

where the advantage function is used to reduce the high
variance of policy networks and stabilize the model. We utilize
Deep Matching Network to try to choose a good dispatch
action and the advantage function tells us how better the action

we train the Deep Matching Network by sampling a batch
historical transition {skt , akt , rtk , skt+1 } from Replay Memory.
Then, based on the gradient in Eq. (7), we update the actor’s
neural network parameters θa by the gradient descent rule as
θa ← θa + α∇θa J(θ),

(8)

where α is the learning rate. The detailed descriptions and
learning process of TCAC are summarized in Algorithm 1.
E. TCAC Online Dispatching
In the offline learning phase, we train the DMN through the
TCAC framework. In the online dispatching phase, we make
appropriate dispatch decisions based on the learned policy
network to promote total revenue and reduce the overdue rate.
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TCAC based Online Concurrent Order Dispatch: For each
order i at a certain time step, we obtain the candidate courier
set Cti , which consists of couriers around the order in the same
region. Then, we formulate the order dispatch as a bipartite
graph matching problem and utilize the Kuhn and Munkres
(KM) Method [27] to solve it. In the online dispatching phase,
the dispatch problem is represented as a directed graph. In this
graph, there is a set U of order vertices u, a set C of courier
vertices c, and a set E of edges e = (u, c). Based on Deep
Matching Network, we calculate the long-term value Q(s, a)
for each courier-order pair. Then we set the Q(s, a) as the
weights of edges. Suppose there are M orders and N couriers
in a region at a certain time step, order dispatch is to find
a proper match between the M orders and N couriers. For
each iteration, the graph contains vertices of the first N placed
orders and N couriers. Then, we aim to find the optimal match
which is formulated by Eq. (9) and KM method.
arg max =
aik

N X
N
X

aik Q(skt , ait )

(9)

i=0 k=0

The Q(skt , ait ) is calculated through the Actor-Critic model. If
courier k is in the search set C i of order i, then we set aik = 1.
It means that courier k is the candidate one who takes order
i. Otherwise, we set aik = 0, then there is no edge between
courier k and order i in the orders-couriers bipartite graph.
F. Training and Dispatching Computation Time Analysis
Considering massive orders of instant delivery services
in rush hours and the strict delivery deadline constraint,
we accelerate our TCAC through the following two aspects
and leverage the time constraints as the opportunity: (i) In
the offline learning phase of TCAC, we shrink the action
space and constrain the solution space by time-constrained
action pruning. The action pruning module ensures that every
exploration of order dispatch action is efficient and timeconstraint satisfying and thus reduces the training time of
DRL algorithms. (ii) In the online dispatching phase, the timeconstrained courier-order matching pairs pruning module can
eliminate edges representing matching actions that could cause
overdue orders. With the time constraints, we eliminate most
of the edges in the matching graph described in Sec. IV-E to
reduce the dispatching time. Sec. VI-D gives the computation
time cost comparison. The results show that after the deep
matching network and value network have been learned,
dispatching a batch of orders to couriers at region-level takes
less than 40 milliseconds, which is efficient to meet time
requirements of the order dispatch in instant delivery services.
V. I MPLEMENTATION
We deploy our data-driven emulator in the real-world development environment of Eleme, one of the largest instant food
delivery companies in China. In this section, we first introduce
how we plug our emulator in the development environment and
the overview of the platform. Then we detail our data-driven
emulator for order dispatch.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of TCAC and Emulator deployment in development
environment of an Instant Delivery Platform

A. Plug in System Development Environment
Before implementing TCAC in real-world production environment, we first train and test our model in development environment. The development environment has the same dataflow
and interfaces with real-world production environment in an
instant delivery company (e.g., Ele.me Inc.). Fig. 6 plots
main components of the instant delivery system. In real-world
delivery processes, customers, merchants, and couriers upload
the real-time order status and trajectories to the platform and
the platform stores these data in ODPS database [28]. We
access these historical data in the development environment
and conduct feature generation. Our emulator and TCACdispatch system perform as plug-in components. The dataDriven emulator emulates instant delivery scenarios with historical data and simulates the real-time situation of order
dispatch. TCAC system makes dispatch decisions and feeds
courier-order matching results to the emulator. The emulator
and the TCAC system are realized in Python 3.7 and deployed
in the computing platform.
B. Data-Driven Emulator in Development Environment
We design a systematic emulator to emulate instant delivery
scenarios with real-world datasets. We apply the emulator
to train our TCAC-Dispatch model and evaluate the timely
dispatch performance.
Extracting patterns and distributions from data. Particularly, we first extract patterns and distributions from the
trace data and order record data and then apply them to the
emulation framework. The processes of extracting patterns
are as follows. (i) Couriers’ online/offline distribution and
initial location distribution are obtained from order tracking
records and trajectories using a maximum likelihood estimation. Orders are generated from historical order records in the
emulator. (ii) Couriers’ speed is the average speed extracting
from trajectories in the same road and time slot, which is also
affected by contexts such as weather conditions and congestion. In instant delivery services, the main transport mode of
couriers is the electric bike. So the delivery speed is affected
by spatial-temporal factors and contexts and is less affected by
the mode of transportation. (iii) The number of couriers in our
emulator is time-variant according to online/offline distribution
extracting from real-world data.
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Contextual Information. Contexts such as weather conditions, traffic status, and day of the week are considered in
two aspects: (i) Contexts are part of the agent’s real-time state
and input of our model (details in Sec. III-B); (ii) Contexts are
implicitly considered in the time estimate module and routing
module because weather conditions, traffic status, and day of
the week can affect the speed of couriers.
Dispatch Region. As a local delivery service, order dispatch
in instant delivery is conducted by regions. A dispatch region
is a small part of a city, which is about a few square
kilometers (e.g., 5 km× 5 km) because the delivery scope of
instant delivery ranges from 3 to 5 km. A courier is usually
responsible for one region so that she/he is familiar with
the region and road networks. In real-world instant delivery
systems, each city is discretized into several regions and each
region is discretized into Llon × Llat rectangular grids. Each
grid is about 100 m× 100 m and the shape of each grid
is altered to reflect the existence of buildings, rivers, roads,
etc. We count the real-time distribution of couriers and orders
at grid-level to capture the fine-grained demand and supply
distribution and the order dispatch is conducted at region-level.
Emulator timelines. As is shown at the top of Fig. 6, at each
time step, the timeline of a new order is as follows: (1) Add
new orders to the emulator. (2) Extract order features and get
couriers’ state including their route plan. (3) Conduct the order
dispatch algorithm and return courier-order matching pairs. (4)
Execute matching results to the emulator and update the state
and route plan of each courier.
Revenue definition. The total revenue of the platform is
the sum of all orders’ revenue. The revenue for an order is
defined as its price minus three items: (1) the payment to the
merchant for production (e.g., food is produced by merchants
instead of the platform, similar to UberEat), (2) the couriers’
compensations for delivery (e.g., human resource), (3) the
discount caused by potential delivery overdue. Because (1) and
(2) are usually fixed after an order is placed by a customer, our
dispatch algorithm is to minimize overdue time to maximize
the total revenue of the platform.
VI. S YSTEM E VALUATION
A. Dataset Description
We evaluate our design based on the real-world dataset
collected from Eleme and build a data-driven emulator. The
details and implementation of the Emulator are introduced in
Sec. V-B. (i) Order tracking records: The order tracking
data-set includes 36.48 million orders involved with 42,000
couriers in Shanghai. The period of this dataset is from
2019.09.01 to 2019.09.30. Due to the agreement with Eleme
company, we are able to show the evaluation results in a subregion of Shanghai (i.e., 6km×6km) including 110853 orders
and 1054 couriers. The sub-region is further discretized into
60 × 60 grids and the grid size is the same as that of the realworld platform The primary fields and detailed information
of the tracking order dataset are shown in Table.II. The
order information consists of order id, price, delivery fee, key

temporal information, and key spatial information. (ii) Road
network: We obtain road networks from OpenStreetMap [29]
in some regions of Shanghai including road information with
road types and road lengths, unidirectional or not, and detailed
location node information with latitude and longitude.
TABLE II
A N EXAMPLE OF O RDER T RACKING DATASET.

Spatial

Temporal

Merchant Lat.

Merchant Long.

User Lat.

User Long.

31.6043

114.4268

31.6243

114.4356

Create Order

Accept Order

Pick up

Delivered

2019/9/1 11:23

2019/9/1 11:25

2019/9/1 11:35

2019/9/1 12:14

B. Experimental Setup
1) Evaluation Configuration: We implement the proposed
model and other baselines with TensorFlow 1.14, Python 3.6
environment and train these with 16GB memory and Tesla
V100-SXM2 GPU. The default order dispatch mechanism
is batch dispatch where orders are packed into batches and
dispatched to couriers. The one-month data are divided into
four weeks. We use the first three weeks’ data to train the
deep network and the last week’s data as evaluation.
2) Parameters Setting: The hyper-parameters are set as
follows. The hidden layers of both the DMN and the value
network are three-layer networks (256, 128, 64). Each network
layer of two networks has a ReLU activation function. The
batch size of two networks is 256 and the size of experience
replay memory is 1e + 5. The optimizer is Adam Optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.001. The size of experience replay
memory is set to be 105 and the batch size is set to be 256.
We use AdamOptimizer as the optimizer with a learning rate
of 0.001. The discount factor γ = 0.9. We set 5 min as a time
slot, so that one day is divided into 288 time slots.
3) Baselines:
• SD2 is the Shortest Distance based Dispatch (SD2)
method [30]. For each new order, it will be dispatched to the
nearest courier without considering time requirements and
other factors. By default, the dispatch mechanism of SD2 is
sequential dispatch.
• OSquare: OSquare is a novel dispatch method under sequential dispatch mechanism in instant delivery [18]. For
each new order, OSquare searches for couriers around this
order and estimates these couriers’ overdue rate and the
increased journey distance with the route prediction. The
order will be dispatched to the courier with the least overdue
rate and the least increased journey distance.
• Double DQN with action search (DDQN-as): DDQNas [23] is a Double-DQN with spatio-temporal action search
based dispatch method from a single driver perspective in
ride-sharing. This method utilizes a deep Q network to
obtain the Q value of all feasible action sets (i.e., all possible
order-driver matching pairs or particular trips to a driver).
The reward function only considers the total fee of each trip.
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON IN T OTAL R EVENUE AND OVERDUE R ATE

Method

Revenue per hour in midday

Revenue per hour in evening

Total Revenue

Overdue Rate

11:00-12:00

12:00-13:00

17:00-18:00

18:00-19:00

SD2 [30]

100.0% ± 0.6%

3.94% ± 0.09%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

OSquare [18]

106.5% ± 0.8%

1.85% ± 0.12%

113.7%

104.1%

104.5%

105.7%

DDQN-as [23]

112.9% ± 0.8%

1.64%± 0.09%

112.3%

106.5%

107.8%

108.8%

MPBM [31]

113.1% ± 1.1%

1.47% ± 0.16%

115.9%

114.8%

108.8%

108.2%

TCAC-Dispatch

122.9% ± 0.9%

1.45% ± 0.18%

132.6%

115.3%

111.4%

122.1%

C. Experimental Results
Main Performance. We first present the comparison in terms
of the total revenue and overdue rate during a day. Table. III
shows that our model is better than baseline models in both
the total revenue and overdue rate. Our TCAC model achieves
22.9% of the increase in total revenue compared with shortestdistance based Order dispatch (SD2). Besides, our model
reduces the overdue rate to 1.45%, which is lower than that
of other methods. Then, we study the model performance in
rush hours during one day. Table. III also shows performance
comparison in four rush hours one day. The performance of
TCAC is better than baselines in all these hours. From 11:00
to noon, TCAC achieves 32.6% of the increase in total revenue
compared with SD2. It demonstrates that TCAC is suitable for
high-concurrency order dispatch scenarios. Table. III shows
that TCAC-Dispatch model greatly increases the revenue of
instant delivery platforms and reduces the overdue rate given
massive number of orders and limited couriers.
Impact of Time of Day on Total Revenue Performance.
Fig. 7 illustrates the performance in maximizing total revenue in midday and evening peak. As shown in Fig. 7, the
performance of TCAC-Dispatch and other baselines dispatch
methods is about the same at nine o’clock because the total
number of orders is limited and the couriers’ capacity is

TCAC

15
12
9
6
3
0

9

MPBM

10 11 12 13
Hour of midday peak

DDQN-as

10
8
6
4
2

Total Revenue 103

Multi-Iteration Packing Based Matching (MPBM):
MPBM [31] is a constrained optimization-based order dispatch method considering order price. The order dispatch
problem is represented as a directed graph. There is a set
U of order vertices u, a set C of courier vertices c, and a
set E of edges e = (u, c). The weight of e is profit gain
considering the price and the increased time calculated from
route prediction. MPBM runs the KM method for several
iterations to complete the order dispatch process.
4) Metric: The evaluation metrics are as follows.
• Total revenue of platform: Total revenue of the platform
is the sum of orders’ revenue minus compensations for
overdue orders. We also calculate the percentage increase
of total revenue of each algorithm comparing with SD2.
• Overdue
rate: For N orders, overdue rate =
|{Oi |ei >ti ,i=1,...,N }|
is defined as the number of overdue
N
orders divided by the total number of orders, where Oi
is the order i, ti is the ToD of Oi and ei is the actual
delivery time of Oi .

Total Revenue 103

•

Per day

16

OSquare

SD2

17 18 19 20
Hour of evening peak

Fig. 7. Performance comparison in midday and evening peaks

enough in the systems. Then, as the number of orders increases
in the following hours, the TCAC-Dispatch model always
has better performance in revenue hourly. The curves in
Fig. 7 illustrate that our model has the largest increase in
overall revenue at noon compared with other models. The
TCAC-Dispatch model has a better performance in peak hours
because our model assigns abundant orders to limited couriers
appropriately, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed
TCAC model in maximizing the total revenue of platforms.
Ablation Study of Actor-Critic Component under Two
Dispatch Mechanisms. We evaluate the effectiveness of the
actor-critic module by comparing it with “TCAC-”, OSquare, and SD2. “TCAC-” is the TCAC without the actorcritic module, which only includes a deep matching network
and utilizes epsilon-greedy to choose actions. In real-world
systems, to satisfy different scenarios and objectives, there
are two dispatch mechanisms, i.e., batch order dispatch and
sequential order dispatch. In batch dispatch, orders are packed
into batches and dispatched to couriers. In the sequential
order dispatch, we dispatch orders one by one sequentially.
We evaluate the effectiveness of time-constrained actor-critic
design by comparing with the aforementioned three baselines
under two different dispatch mechanisms respectively. In each
dispatch mechanism, TCAC leverages the actor to choose
dispatch actions and uses critic to evaluate actions. OSquare
and SD2 are sequential order dispatch algorithms mentioned
in section VI-B3. “OSquare-b” and “SD2-b” are the versions
of “OSquare” and “SD2” under the batch dispatch mechanism.
Fig. 8 shows that TCAC has a better performance in reducing
the overdue time of overdue orders in the batch dispatch mechanism. From Fig. 9, the performance is better in enhancing the
total revenue when we choose TCAC as the order dispatch
scheduler. TCAC increases 14.89 % of total revenue than
“SD2-b” under the batch order dispatch mechanism.
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Dispatch method

Fig. 8. Batch dispatch

Fig. 9. Batch dispatch

CDF

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
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TCACOSquare
SD2

30 35 40

Overdue time (minute)

Total revenue %

From Fig. 10, we find that TCAC also has a better performance in enhancing total revenue and reducing the overdue
time of overdue orders under both the sequential dispatch
mechanisms. Fig. 11 shows that the total revenue of TCAC
increases high to 22.9 % than SD2. The CDF of overdue time
and the total revenue in both batch order dispatch and sequential order dispatch prove the effectiveness of the actor-critic
module. In addition, combined with the main performance, we
find that TCAC not only reduces the overdue rate of all orders
but also reduces the overdue time of these overdue orders.
120
110

100

122.6

114.9

110.8
100.0

Dispatch method

Fig. 11. Seq. dispatch

D. Convergence of TCAC and Computation Time Comparison

Training Time (min)

Convergence of TCAC: Fig. 12 demonstrates that the training
of the value network (Critic) converges to a near-optimal
solution after 3,000 steps of training.

20

0

3000 6000 9000 12000
Training step

Fig. 12. Loss of critic module
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Fig. 15. Dispatching time cost

VII. D ISCUSSION
A. Insights and Lessons Learned
Concurrent order dispatch should consider the timeconstrained dynamic route of couriers. Based on our datadriven analysis and evaluation results, we learned the following lessons. (i) Courier’s route changes in real-time due to
accepting new orders. An inappropriate dispatch decision will
increase the detour time and delivery time of existing orders
(even make them overdue). (ii) The route changes due to
matching new orders also have an impact on future revenues.
An appropriate order dispatch helps the courier match more
similar orders “on the fly” to improve the efficiency of the
courier and reduce average the delivery time of orders.
B. Practical Impacts
Although TCAC is not fully adopted in the dispatching process yet, we have achieved the following practical impacts: (i)
It is a tentative step towards deep-learning-based dispatch from
traditional operations-research-based (OR) dispatch, showing
the potential obstacles; (ii) Compared to the traditional openloop optimization-based solutions, potential time increase due
to dispatching (which is strongly related to overdue rate) is
used as the real-time feedback in a closed-loop fashion.

25

Critic Loss

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

160

1.00

Fig. 14. Time duration in real-world

90 TCAC TCAC- OSquare SD2

Fig. 10. Seq. dispatch

between one order is created and is assigned) in real-world
systems is less than 5 minutes. Fig. 15 shows that TCAC
makes dispatch decisions for a batch of orders in each time slot
within 40 milliseconds in the online dispatching phase, which
is less than DDQN-as and MPBM and is faster enough for
the real-time order dispatching requirements compared with
the accepted duration in practical environments. Also, we find
that “TCAC-t” has a longer dispatching time because of the
lack of time-constrained dispatch action pruning module. Note
that two heuristic baselines (SD2 and OSquare) are faster but
their performances are far worse than the proposed method.

Dispatch Time (ms)

120 114.89
107.7
110

CDF

Total revenue %

CDF

1.0
0.8
0.6
TCAC
TCAC0.4
OSquare-b
0.2
SD2-b
0.00 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

15

TCAC TCAC-t DDQN-as
Fig. 13. Training time cost

Training Time Cost Comparison: To make the comparison
of computation cost, we implement and train the proposed
model, DDQN-as, and “TCAC-t” (i.e., “TCAC-t” is the TCAC
without the time-constrained action pruning module) with
16GB memory and Tesla V100-SXM2 GPU. As is shown in
Fig. 13, in the offline learning phase, we use average 15.3
minutes to train TCAC in our experiments, which is less
than other deep reinforcement learning based baselines, i.e.,
“TCAC-t” (23.9 minutes) and DDQN-as (18.2 minutes).
Dispatching Time Cost Comparison: Fig. 14 shows that
64% of the accept duration of orders (i.e., the time duration

C. Implication to Real-time Cyber-Physical Systems
We study the time-constrained concurrent order dispatch for
on-demand delivery to reduce the overdue rate and improve
revenues. In other real-time cyber-physical systems, we could
also find similar needs to dispatch and schedule appropriately
to satisfy strict time constraints and improve efficiency and our
TCAC has the potential to be generalized to these scenarios
with minor changes. For example, drivers or couriers in ridesharing and logistics systems need to pick up customers or
packages in limited time windows. ambulances need to pick
up and transport patients to hospitals as soon as possible.
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D. Limitations

A. Non-Learning based Methods

In designing, implementing, and deploying a deep-learningbased dispatch system, we met the following obstacles: (i)
Compatibility. Given the compatibility requirements on a
commercial platform, it is difficult to completely replace the
existing system (e.g., OR-based dispatch) with a brand new
system (DL-based), because massive work is needed to remold
the lower-layer input modules (e.g., data collection) and the
upper-layer application modules (e.g., software development
kit (SDK) on courier APPs). (ii) Across-City Generalizability.
In this paper, we study the instant delivery data from Shanghai, which may provide some obstacles when deploying our
model to other cities. However, we believe this obstacle is
manageable and our model has the potential to be generalized
to other cities. This is because we did not use any city-specific
model design and data collected in Shanghai are representative
compared to other tier-1 cities in China.

Independent Dispatch: Tong et al. [15] develop a predictionbased online dispatching algorithm to reduce the time complexity of task assignment. Some optimization-based schemes
have been proposed for urban taxi dispatching with passengerdriver matching stability [33]. To reduce idle driving, Xie et
al. [16] present a dispatching technique for vehicles based on
a demand and supply model.

E. Ethics, Consent, and Privacy
we have taken three steps for privacy protection: (i)
Anonymization: All data analyzed is anonymized by service
providers. All identifiable IDs, such as courier IDs, order
tracking IDs, merchant IDs are replaced by serial identifiers;
(ii) Minimal Exposure: We process data that are useful for our
order dispatch project, including timestamps, locations, and
GPS trajectory records. Then we drop other information for the
minimal exposure; (iii) Aggregation: Our model analyzes the
aggregated results and does not focus on an individual courier
or a specific user. Hence, the learned model is less likely to
reveal sensitive information about specific individuals.
F. Data Release for Reproducibility
To make our work reproducible and beneficial for the RTSS
community, we share one-week data used in this paper for
future research1 .
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
Extensive studies have been conducted to optimize the
real-time order dispatch process in transportation and O2O
scenarios. We have witnessed unprecedented advances in applying reinforcement learning algorithms to complicated order
dispatch in real-world systems [25], [26], [32]. Among existing
order dispatch research, most of them aim to optimize independent order dispatch, while some others cooperatively optimize
concurrent order dispatch. Based on this two dimensions, we
divide order dispatch research into four different categories,
which is shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
C ATEGORIES OF RELATED WORKS ON ORDER DISPATCH

Order Dispatch

Independent

Non-Learning based

[15]–[17], [33]

Learning based

[7]–[9], [14]

Concurrent

Concurrent Order Dispatch: There are some existing works
for concurrent order dispatch. Xu and Chen et al. [38] formulated the dispatching problem as a non-linear multiple choice
knapsack problem with KL-divergence as objective function,
which is able to quickly dispatch agents to given spatial
distributions. Steever et al. [34] provide a mixed-integer linear
programming formulation about food delivery and develop
an auction-based heuristic dispatch method. Yildiz et al. [35]
model food delivery problem as a dynamic vehicle routing
and pay attention to routing problems of couriers. But most
of them are based on small-scale data and work on a simplified
problem setting. Zhang et al. [18] study the route prediction
in instant delivery and conduct order dispatch based on route
prediction. A task grouping method [36] is proposed for O2O
take-out food ordering and delivery services. They group
delivery tasks into groups with high share-ability to improve
food delivery efficiency.
B. Learning based Methods
Independent Dispatch: Reinforcement learning has been used
in ride-sharing to efficiently assign orders to drivers one by
one independently. Most of previous works [7]–[9] study fleet
management and model the order dispatch in ride-sharing as a
decision-making task considering both immediate and future
rewards. Besides, Li et al. [39] apply reinforcement learning in
express delivery to guide couriers to deliver and serve express
orders. Oda et al. [40] propose a convolutional neural networks
based system to relocate connected taxicabs. Jin et al. [14] propose a hierarchical multi-agent reinforcement learning solution
to combine order dispatching and fleet management for ridesharing. The delivery process in these studies is independent.
These systems dispatch a new order to a driver when she/he
finishes the previous order.
Concurrent order Dispatch: Our TCAC is the first one
in this category. Different from existing works, this paper
proposes a practical reinforcement learning based order dispatch framework for instant delivery. We conduct extensive
data analysis and evaluation with a large-scale dataset. To
our best knowledge, this is the first work that applies deep
reinforcement learning to real-time concurrent order dispatch
in instant delivery scenarios.

[18], [34]–[37]

IX. C ONCLUSION

TCAC(Our work)

In this work, we propose an actor-critic based order dispatch method for instant delivery, which aims at reducing
the delivery overdue rate and maximizing the total revenue.

1 https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/dataDetail?dataId=103969
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We first conduct an empirical data analysis based on realworld order tracking data and couriers’ data, and then identify
patterns and potential problems of current dispatch systems.
Taking into account the characteristics of the real-time dispatch
process, we propose the TCAC-Dispatch to promote the total
revenue and reduce the overdue rate. We evaluate our method
based on a real-world dataset from an instant delivery company
called Eleme. The experimental results show that our method
achieves a 22% increase in total revenue and reduces the
overdue rate by 21.6% at the same time.
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